
Comments from Readers

    What a great pleasure to read your work! Tantalizing, sensual...

    Your story "Self-Discovery" allowed me to relive many similar moments and
got me hotter than hell. Viva la Vulva!

    Your enjoyment of your intimate exposure [in Self-Discovery] was a turn-on in
itself. How wonderful to have such an experience and memory.

    Wow, Caroline this one is just amazing. I've never been more excited by a
story [Pearls in Oyster] before. Thanks for taking the time to pursue your 'hobby'.

    As always, Caroline, another masterpiece! This one had me hard all the way
until the end... [Pearls in Oyster]

    Very sexy story! BRAVO! BRAVO! Your story [Pearls in Oyster] has left me
breathless. Fantastic build up... absolutely fantastic...

    Wow! Wow! I would have loved to see the pictures that went with that photo
shoot [in The Camera]. The words were fantastic, but the pictures would have
been the piece de resistance. Very well written and enjoyable. Hopefully there
will be more in the future.

    I enjoyed the story [Pearls in Oyster] very much. You grabbed my involvement
from the start and held the tease extremely well.

    Delightfully handled, especially the dinner dialog - lots of fun, very hot. Thanx.
[Pearls in Oyster]

    your description starting from the beginning to the middle and then finally to
the wild fuck at the end.... wow... that was awesome. You gave a terrific picture
of tender lovemaking throughout the day and ended it in such a way that both
love and lust were brought together. You are one very classy lady and your story
[The Gentle Breaking of the Waves] is classy as well... I look forward to more of
your stories. Thanks so much!

    You did your job beautifully! How incredibly erotic... [The Gentle Breaking of
the Waves]

    Outstanding! What a fuck fest! [The Gentle Breaking of the Waves]

    That story was exceptional, I found it extremely erotic and a real turn-on. You
are a very sensual and liberated lady... [The Camera]



    Your build up kept me reading to the end. It left me breathless... yes
breathless... not like a lot of the other stories I have read... this really excited
me... [The Camera]

    The sense of anticipation that you built was absolutely fantastic. You painted
some vivid pictures with your words. [Self-Discovery]

    Wow! Great stories. Keep them (and me) coming. You create some powerful
images. Quite vivid. [The Camera & Self-Discovery]

    God, that was terrific Caroline! I love your writing style and your subject is very
dear to my heart [The Camera].

    …the thing which seems to set your writing apart is the skillful descriptions that
draw your reader into the scene or the action.

    Your use of language was exquisite. I especially applaud your refusal to dumb
down the vocabulary… [Pearls in Oyster]

    …wonderfully 'stimulating' reads…

    What magnificent writing. I love how you set the scene to begin the story
[Pearls in Oyster]. I will admit that toward the end you had me stiff as hell and
then, after finishing, taking a shower to release the beauty of the thoughts.

    Whew! That is a 5 hardon rating! [The Camera]

    I just completed Pearls in Oyster. Kudos on such a sexy story. You certainly
have a unique gift for creating titillating prose. It is refreshing to read erotica
written by someone with impeccable grammar.

    Absolutely Fantastic story! This story [Pearls in Oyster] is both a literary work
of art and an erotic tale of passion and lust. Your story is something I have tried
to create in action and yet your story far surpasses anything my feeble mind
could have imagined. Thank you for a beautiful picture my words could never
paint.

    I loved your most recent story! [Pearls in Oyster] Many thanks! It is crafted in
such an exquisite way. And it generates thoughts and fantasies... and, may I say
this?... it aroused me.

    I thoroughly enjoyed your story about pearls and oysters. You have a gift.
Thank you for sharing it. You have a vivid imagination.

    Your Pearls in Oyster is simply fantastic. It is one of the rare stories that
creates longing in not only the groin, but also the heart and soul. Thank you.



    …you make sexual intimacy an art form and something beautiful—which it is—
there's nothing tawdry or ugly about it. It is beautiful and exquisite and your
descriptions are fabulous.

    I read Pearls first and then, having discovered a new and enchanting writer,
devoured the rest. Your scientific background, while hidden, is revealed in the
way you write—at least I think so. How? Because your tales are built up layer by
layer, because you are very observant and describe with carefully selected
words, and the effect is erotic indeed.

    Oh, my, your stories really do break the surly bonds of passive technical
writing... very hot!

    Excellent, Excellent! One of the best stories [Pearls in Oyster] that I have ever
read. You painted a picture in the mind that was thrilling. Oysters will never be
the same thinking of this dialogue.

    Words are the canvas of the soul. This masterpiece is as wonderful as any
written on this site or anywhere [Pearls in Oyster]. The dialogue and sense of
wanting to be there are inspiring. If a picture is worth a 1000 words these are
those words! Enticing and erotic. The power of a woman's words have brought a
fantasy to life. Thank you!!!

    …ohhh yummy delicious... such a great grasp of human nature as the
seduction of the camera erases all trace of inhibition... I loved this story…
extremely erotic...

    …a quick rush! wonderfully written... short-descriptive and enjoyable... [The
Camera]

    Brilliant and erotic obsession. The central character's desire for the camera's
attention becomes increasingly powerful and increasingly convincing throughout.
This is erotic and delicious work!

    Very Erotic. Well-written, brief, and erotic. No intercourse, but beautifully
described female excitement. [The Camera]

    ...what marvellously erotic detail! [Pearls in Oyster]


